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Weekly review for the week ending 26 April 2019 

 
 
Money Market: Liquidity surplus continue the week. 
 

Market recorded a surplus of Rs.35.5billion at the end of the week and 

overnight repo was exchanged between 8.50%-9.00% levels in the market. 

Central bank was seen injecting Rs.19.0billion, Rs.42.1billion through O/n and 

term repo auctions and further Rs.68.4billion by SLF @9.00% to the market 

while absorbing Rs259.3billion by SDF @8.00%. 

  

 
 

Government Securities Market Review        
Treasury bill Market: Mixed outcome at auction. 
 

Total amount offered and accepted was Rs.25billion. The weighted average 
yield of 3M and 6M bills recorded a drop of 6 and 5 basis points to 8.94% and 
9.14% respectively .The benchmark 1 year bill weighted average remained 
steady at 9.91% and bids amounting Rs16billion was accepted. 
 

   
 

Bond Market: Yields increase on uncertainty. 
 
During the week yields increased by 15-30 basis points along the yield curve as 
growing concerns of terror attacks grew within the country. 
 
Despite this fact foreign holding in rupees bonds and bills have increased by 
Rs268.2Million for the week ended 24th April to 157,812.79 (mn) from 
157,544.55 (mn) 
 
The liquid maturities 01/08/2021, 15/12/2023, 15/03/2024, 01/08/2026, 
15/01/2027, 15/06/2027 and 01/05/2029 saw yields increasing up to 
10.40/60%, 10.90/00%,11.00/05%, 11.05/15%, 11.10/15%,11.15/20% and 
11.20/25% compared to last week’s closing 10.15/20%, 10.65/75%, 
10.71/75%, 10.88/93%,10.97/00%,11.00/10% and 11.08/15% respectively. 
 

 

International Forex Market 
 

Dollar drifts ahead of GDP report; Lira, Peso Slide. 
The U.S. dollar index that tracks the greenback against a basket of other 
currencies was at 97.84. 
 

Local Forex Market 
 

The rupee depreciated to 175.25/35 compared to last week’s closing of 
174.05/15 as fears of more attacks. The rupee has gained 4.23% so far 
this year from Dec2018 closing of 181.57. LKR has appreciated against 
EUR and AUD whilst depreciating against GBP and JPY compared to last 
week. 
 

 
 
Commodity Markets  
 
 Oil: Oil prices dipped on expectations that producer club OPEC will 

soon raise output to make up for a decline in exports from Iran 
following a hardening of sanctions on Tehran by the United States. New 
York-traded Crude Oil WTI Futures was at 64.89 whilst London-traded 
Brent Oil Futures was at $74.18. 
 

 Gold: Gold prices edged up after the release of a slew of U.S. economic 
data overnight. Gold futures for June delivery traded on the Comex 
division of the New York Mercantile Exchange was at $1,281.85 per 
ounce. 
 

Economic updates – Local . 
 
 Sri Lanka govt pays Rs84bn in overdue payments. 

 Sri Lanka expects to grow 4.0% in 2019 despite credit, import collapse. 

 Sri Lanka IMF deal set to resume in May; budget gets thumbs up. 

 Fitch says SL borrowing risks raised due to attacks. 

 

Stock Market – Review 

 

At the end of the week the ASPI has gained 34.48 points to finish at 5,437.06 
while the S & P SL20 index which tracks the 20 largest capitalized stocks 
traded on the CSE has also gained 9.85 points and ended at 2,600.76. The 
average turnover for the week ending 26.04.2019 was around Rs.770miillion. 
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